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Introductjo

Several weeks ago Schools wifl have received Memnorandum No 23 on

andTechnj2t

randuni makes no mention OUtside
orgaflI505 deliberately so, because the author felt that it
wou be impossible to Include theni all, and to mention some and
not others would be ±flvjdious However we feel ourselves to be
in a Special Cateory in thi5 respect that whereas help Provided
by further education instjtutio research organi5j

05 or ind
UStry is Voluntary and Incidental to their main purpose, what ad
Vice we can and do give has already been bought and paid for by the

we were
regio] authority and it is moreover one of the Purposes for WhIch

Among the areas in whj we can provide help is safety. a
Pro lect may brjn the teacher as well as the Pupil in touch with
an unfamiliar chemicai or react 1on and we keep Sax and Other stan
dard references on chemical hazards We are members of ‘nterlab
Scot1d the ob,ect of which is ‘to bring into friendly Contact

laboratory staffs in different fields of Science and technology,

IflCluding agricup an medicine, so that they can help each
Other with problems Which fall OUtside the immediate Scope of
fldivjdua1 teamsv This means that We Ca Probably Identify ind
ividuals with an expert knowledge in a particular field and the
Student or teacher can be giver name to be Contacted We our
selves can and do accept queri5 from teachers or Pupils regarding

individtlal prolects and arovided we have been informed by the
teacher in advance a Pupil can visit us to discuss what help we
may be ab]0 to give Very occasionally usually when a Project

takes an unexpected turn, we have lent out equipm for a limited
neriod to onoble a urolect to be completed These facilities and
any others we may e able to provide are available on demand by
teachers in any regio fluthority School or in any school in the
private Sector which Subscribes to SSSERC

* * * * * *

Concurr with thj5 bulletin we have sent out part i of a biology
equipm list ios C.5y5 In an effort to cut costs we have
sought to identify all the schools which might attempt S•y bio
logy and sent the list to those Schools only, but If any School has
been omitted We will send a copy free of charge Upon request Part
I lists the hardware for the course. Part ii Which we hope to Issue
later will give detail5 of expendible items

— organi5 Speci
mens, chemicals etc

opinion

:Thoriy 5ftr o- Bulletin 5, wh1 COflt5jp0 some observations
on the D•g•g ruljr on the wearing of safety goggm5 in schools,
went to print, we received our Copy of the A.S.E bulletin,

Education fl 5ei It appears that others had been SUff

iently concerned regardiflg the ruling to write to D••5 because
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Staff H.MI for Science
the bulletin Contains an exPlanatory note from Mr forman Booth,

is a curious statement Which does flOthing to clarify
the in law of the teacher, and we must be thafui that —

at the time of writing at least no similar Pronouncement has
been made for Scotland It begins by misquotflg the D.E
Pamphlet, Using ‘shouldl in Place of the italjcised ‘must’ in the
origi5 and throug0 the statement Mr Booth talks aboit
‘advicev, Which to me is a misinterpretation of th impratjve
verb used It asks the quest05 I asked in Bulletin 93 HIs
it not absurd to say ‘Whenever chemicals are used?’ Is not every
thing Chemjca1 does it not include for example, Water or Stirring
sugar in cup of tea?”

— but does not Supply the answers

It says “We could have said ‘Insist on the wearing of
gogg15 (or suitable eye Protection) Whenever in Your Opinion there
is a POSSibility of njurjQU5 Substances getting into the eye’”
and this would have been Close to the Protection of Eyes Reg
ulation5 Which refers to a ‘reasonably foreseeable risk?, and
Ofl Which any legal interpretation must surely be based. But the
statement then goes on to imply that they Wished to ‘harden the
advjce beyond the legal quoted above as ‘there Were
cogent argume5 for getting the Pupils so accustomed to wearing
goggle8 that they did so as a matter of course There are par
allels with motor Cycle crash helmets and car seat belts

‘ Unfor
tunately there are no legal Paralle1

— the regarding
crash

helmets has been proven in the Courts and legislaj0 on car
seat belts is still on its way through Parliament The statement
in Education in Science is not a retraction On the Pamphlet
Which still iflSiStS that gogg15 must be worn Whenever any operati0
with chemica15 is performed The teacher is Still left in the
dark concerning the interpretation Which may be put on the state
ment by the Health and Safety Executive or by the law court should
the teacher be unfortunate enough to have to defend a civil action

I wou be in favour of any advice whICh made the wearing of
goggles or Other eye protection by chemistry Pupils habitua1
While still leaving the final decision with the teacher However
I th it a mistake to attempt to make such wearing COThpulsory
as it appears to give the action a force of law where flOne exists,
and leaves the teacher more Confused than ever regarding his
legal respoflsjbIlI Meanwhile in the Chemistry Notes section
of the bulletin we discuss another problem Which arises with the

and disinfection routine.
use, however infreq of eye protectors that of their cleaning

Biology Notes
In micro500 there are many Objec5 Which because of their
transparenc cannot be seen easily by transmitted light In
such cases an increase in contrast Can be more helpful than sheer
resolution This problem was discussed in Bulletin 85 where an
inexpensive P°larising faciiit Was described Inspired by a
recent Royal Microscopici Society meeting on microscopy in the
classroom we have been looking again at a number of simple
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Lchniqus involving special methods of illumination, Two of
tbese which we have found especially useful are described in a
number of texts on microscopy — the use of a ‘patch stop’ to
provide dark—ground illumination and ‘Rheinberg discs’ which give
differential colour illumination or ‘optical staining’. These
techniques are useful when unstained living material is to be
observed and also give interesting effects when crystals, mineral
sections and textiles are examined. For a number of reasons,
they give the best results with the lower power objectives (xlO;
x20) used on a microscope with a focussing condenser, However
it is possible to use them to some extent on the simpler ‘0’ grade
type instrument.

Usually when discussing the use of the focussing condenser
the importance of obtaining maximum light into the objective is
stressed. For dark—ground illumination the opposite situation
is aimed at, i.e. prevention of any direct light from the condenser
entering the objective. If all the central rays entering the
condenser are stopped by an opaque disc — the ‘patch stop’, fitted
into the filter carrier below the condenser mount, a hollow cone
of light can be focussed on to the object without any direct rays
entering the objective. If the object at the point of focus re
flects or scatters any light some of’ this will enter the objective.
A bright image of the object will be seen against a dark back—
ground. This is dark-ground or dark-field illumination (Fig.1).

objective scattered
light

object
direct
light

patch
stop

It will be obvious from the diagram, that the size of patch stop
used will vary with the power of’ the objective. The stop dia
meter is easily determined. The microscope is set up and focussed
on a fairly transparent object. The eyepiece is removed and the
back lens of the objective observed as the substage iris is opened
carefully until it just fills the objective aperture. The iris
aperture is then measured with dividers and this is the diameter
of stop which is required for use with that particular objective.
This is the method used whenever a central stop is required for
this article,

Opaque stops can be cut from insulating tape or other suitable
material and stuck on to clear transparent or coloured glass or
celluloid, ‘Cinemoid’ filter is a suitable coloured material.
Care should be taken to ensure that the stop is fairly accurately
centred. Fig. 2 shows a number of filters which will give various
types of dark-ground illumination.

}
Fig. 1.
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If filter (i) is used the object will appear silvery against a
dark background. However if the outer ring is coloured as in
(ii) the object will appear in that colour on a dark background.
If the outer annulus is split into two colours either as quadrants
(iii) or semi—circles (iv), two colour effects on a dark back
ground can be obtained. These two colour systems are affected
by specimen orientation. The filter shown as (v) together with
a polaroid in the eyepiece gives variable dark—ground illumination.
This is known as the ‘Mullinger’ system. Rotating the eyepiece
allows any type of illumination from dark ground to full aperture
bright field to be used.

The ‘Rheinberg’ system is a somewhat spectacular variant
of low power dark—ground illumination. In the dark ground systems
described above, an opaque central stop is used. In Rheinberg
illumination discs of coloured material (e.g. ‘Cinemoid’) are
used together with a central disc of the complementary colour
(Fig.3).

(ii)

Fig. 3, (after White).

In the simple filter (i) the colour of the central disc determines
the background colour, whilst the outer ring provides illumination
in a contrasting colour which picks out the object. Colour pairs
we have found useful have been: (central colour first) red on
yellow, blue on orange, dark blue on cyan. It is best if the
central disc is somewhat darker than the outer annulus to allow
the fainter outside colour to show. In the more complicated three
colour arrangements 3(u) and (iii), two colour effects on a
coloured background are obtained. As with quadrant and semi
circular colour filters for dark—ground illumination, the orien—

riZiccn

groun red

(iii)

Fig. 2.
(alter White).

(i)

b

C

(iii)
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tation of the specimen will have an effect on the appearance of
the image.

Whilst the Rheinberg effects are very attractive aesthetically,
they often do not provide any more information than conventional
dark ground illumination. However the colour contrast, in some
cases, can remove some of the glare that accompanies a white
object on a black background. The three colour, quadrant arrange—
ment can prove extremely useful in the examination of regularly
arranged objects such as textiles and crystals. Certainly for
open days and exhibitions it can prove a major attraction.
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Chemistry Notes
Whatever views one may hold regarding the use of eye protectors
by pupils in chemistry lessons and elsewhere, few teachers would
dispute the fact that eye protectors have arrived in schools. It
is the employer’s duty under the Health and Safety at Work Act to
provide the teacher with a written statement on safety, and in
schools where safety spectacles or similar protection have not
been provided, it is in the teacher’s own interest that he seek
a statement of policy from his employer regarding their use.

Assuming, however, that safety spectacles are in the science
department, and side—stepping the question of how often they are
to be used, how does the teacher keep them clean? We have dis
cussed this with many and varied sources, and all medical advice
is that the risk of infection from wearing safety spectacles is
small, smaller for example than by direct contact between pupils
in classrooms, playgrounds, gymnasia etc. However the situation
is slightly different in that pupils are being compelled to wear
spectacles which have previously been worn by others, and they,
and their parents have a right to feel that the spectacles are
clean. Indeed the subject should be discussed with parents
through school councils or parent teacher associations, as some
parents may wish to provide children with their own. In such
cases the school should consider making provision for this, as
safety spectacles do not come into the category of items picked
up from the sheives of a supermarket.

No doubt this is the ideal solution, and as such it should
be encouraged, that each pupil has his or her own eye protectors,
and is responsible for their cleanliness. For situations falling
short of the ideal, the most important thing is not the method used
to clean the spectacles, but the fact that it is a routine. It
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should be established by consultation betwCerl teac}±crs and tech_

flic Lans that cleaning is done reguLarly irrespecjve of th amount

of use of the spectacles a slot for the process found in the

technicjans timetable, and the details entered in the technjcjants

manual, with provision for an alternative if the person concerned

is absent for any reason

At first sight, irradiating with ultra violet light seems a

Promising way of killing off the germs it is effective dry, and

takes up the least amount of tecicjan irne However, it is riot

the whole answer. spectacles still need to be cleaned of dirt.

not only to keep them usable but because dirt is impermeable to
u.v radiation Moreover all the people We talked to, apart from
those with Uv cabinets to sell, were agajns its uses The

hazards to the technician from the Uv and from the Ozone it

produces are far great than those to the Pupil wearing the

spectacles and eliminating them is eeflsjve The germicid

effects are Confined to One wavelength of 25 nm, and U.v lamps
may appear to be oPerating satisfactorily when the intensity of

emission of this line has greatly decreased One estimate is
that the intensity can drop by 30% in the first ioo hours of
life of the lamps Hence One must monitor the effectiveness of
the lamp, and filters for thi5 purpose cost over £100 An alter

native is to culture agar plates Inside and outside the cabinet

and then to rely on a Subjective judgemen of when the lamp Should

be replaced. Many sterj1j5jg cabinets used by hairdressers are

ineffective for this reason and in the opinion of one research

Worker make more impression on the customers than on the germs

Turning to chemicai means of sterilisation we seemed unable
to get any unbiassed advice Phonotas appeared to think we wanted

to set up in °PPOS1tj and refused to give any details of their

material The was equally unhelpful. no one was able to
find the people who disinfect the phone box telephones and we
were unable to catch them at it ‘Je found the same difficulty

when we inqujre regarding the phones in the multi_storey govern

ment deoartments which proliferate in Edinburh The Medical
of the Health and Safety Exeutjve P°d out

that old_fashofled soap and water was quite a powerful bacterjo_

cidal agent which had the advantage over many more Sophisticated

germjcj5 that it would avoid the build_up of surface adsorbed

advised
reagents which could lead to dermatitis Their medical officer

(i) that teachers be aware of the small degree of risk;

(ii) that pupilst heads be monitored and any obvious case of
infecto be isolated and the pupil Supplied with a special pair
of spectacles of his or her own:

(iii) that Spectacles be wiped with clean tissue paper at the end
of a class.

(iv) that they be cleaned once a week with Soap and water and left
to dry

Anyone Wishing to add to this routine with Proprietary sterilisers

should realise that cationic biocides will be inactivated by
anionic detergent residues so that rinsing is necessary The
choice amongst the Proprietary brands is wide. The British Stan
dards recommendation for the cleaning of safety spectacles used
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by welders etc is: ‘Equipment is by immersion in a
1% solution of dodecyl di(aminoethyl) glycine hydrochloride for
a period of ten minutes. Other than for the removal of gross
accumulations no preliminary washing is necessary nor is sub—
sequent rinsing required’. This recommendation was made in 1960
and there may well have been improvements since then We under—
stand that dodecyl di(aminoethyl) glycine hydrochloride is one
of the ingredients of Tego NHG, available from Goidschmidt. to
be used at 1% concentration for 10 minut:s. Ciba—Geigy recommend
Bradophen, used at 0.5 g per litre for 15 rninutes The spectacles
should be rinsed afterwards as the biocide may build up on the
surface. Boots the Chemists suggest their baby bottle sterilising
tablets, used as recommended but rinsed with water afterwards.
Savilles Hydrological Corporation suggest Sursan 219, which is
used for sterilising surgical instruments at 0.25% concentration
for 15 minutes The comparative costs of ‘j- litres of working
solution of these biocides are:
Tego MHC l.Op: Bradophen 2.Op Boots tablets 2.3p Sursan 219 l.2p.

Physics Notes
At the request of a group of teachers preparing an exemplary mod
ule on heat for teaching to 33 and S.. we investigated possible
alternatives to naphthalene as a substance to be used in a melting
point determination. Objections to naphthalene are its noxious
odour, that it may catch fire (although this risk can be lessened
by heating in a water bath), and that after being used several
times it becomes discoloured by carbon particles. We dislike salol
and hypo as alternatives, on the pedagogic ground that it is always
unwise to teach what is wrong and which may have to be unlearned
at a later date. What is wrong is that both substances dissolve
in their own water of crystallisation, rather than melt.

The substances listed below were all tested by putting in a
125 x 19 mm test-tube which was immersed in boiling water. On
reaching the required temperature the test—tube was taken out,
wiped dry on the outside and placed in a rack to cool. Stirring
was carried out with the thermometer until the material had solid—
if ied The first temperature recorded was usually about 900C. We
would consider any of the substances satisfactory for melting point
determination, although we have not repeatedly heated and cooled
them to see if there is any deterioration with repeated uses

Substance Amount Melting Time t t
Point 2

Cetyl alcohol 7 g 53°C 7 12 3

Hexadecan—1-ol g 9°C 6 18 35

Octadecan—1—ol 5.5 g 57°C 15 31

Palmitic acid B g 59°C 5 8 21

Stearic acid 3 g 67°C 11 25
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Comparative costs of the various substances, taken from b.D.H.
catalogue and available from Macfarlane Robson are:

Substance Cat.No. ty. Price

Cetyl alcohol 260’ 500g £2.50

Hexadecan—1—ol 28F0 250g

Octadecan—1—ol 29+0’ 500g 2.6’+

Palmitic acid 29+33 500g 2.70

Stearic acid 0267 lOOg 1.60

* * * * * * *

This is an ear-catching device for open or parents’ day. The idea
was suggested by a similar generator exhibited by a pupil at a
BA. Science Fair. His had developed an intermittent fault so
that it produced the same effect. The sequence of notes and its
length are both random, so that the device is a musical equiv
alent of six monkeys typing Shakespearean sonnets, and takes much
the same time to play a Beethoven symphony.

hf. Lounter I I latch decoderj electorJ I tone
oscilrf

1 F 1

_______

1 enerajr

mtronome I I scjurc
ocillato!f 1J j v.rave

I I enerto

The principle is as follows. A h.f. oscillator (100 kHz) has its
output counted continuously in a cycle of 0 — 9 (SN7+90). The
counter output passes to a SN7’475 latch, and thence to a SN7’+/42
decoder. The latch has an ‘enable’ input which, when high, allows
the counter output to pass directly to the decoder. In this state
the decoder output signal would cycle continuously through the 0 —

9 count. If the enable input goes low, the latch outputs are
‘frozen’ at the last counter state, so that the decoder output is
held on one pin until the latch enable again goes high.

The enable pulse, obtained from the metronome oscillator, is
short (ca. 50 us) with a repetition frequency about 3 Hz. The
decoder output therefore changes to a different pin at random,
but is held there for 1/3 second. The 0 — 9 outputs of the decoder
pass to different pre—set resistors in the selector: each of these
resistors determines a particular frequency of oscillation for
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I OnF

V
1LoJ L>J Lr1i

1 gnd

SN7LO6 connect ions,
viewed on tops

the tone generator. The generator output is also in the form of
short pulses, and these are used to drive a flip—flop in the
‘toggle’ mode, so that the loudspeaker or earphone receives square
waves no matter what the frequency is

Several refinements on this basic pattern are possible. With
a 0 through 9 count, ten different tones can be obtained. The
effects are more interesting, however, if one output is left
unconnected. This creates a break of one note length in the se
quence. If the SN7L1.90 and SN7442 are replaced by SN7493 and SN7’+15Li
respectZ vely, the range of outputs is increased to 16, so that if
two of t±iese are left unconnected, one can have a range of 14
tones with a break on average once every 8 notes. The chance of
occurrence of a particular tone can be doubled, at the expense of
reducing the range by one t’rne, by feeding two decoder outputs
to the same pre-set resistor through a NAND gate. The tempo at
which the sequence is played can be varied from adagio to presto
by varying the frequency of the metronome oscillator.

Fig. 2 shows the circuit diagram as we assembled the generator.
The bracketed section after the SI\r7’42 is what we have called the
selector and comprises 9 or 10, similar ‘inverter—diode—preset

Fig. 2. All pin connections when viewed
on top are nambcred anti—clockwise from
the locating spot — see SN7LiO6 at right.
Pins 1 — 7 and 9 — 11 of N74Li-2 are all
decoder outputs, and connect in any
order to 3N7406 inverter gates0
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resistor’ combinations to produce the required range of notes.

These inverters are SN7406 drivers of the open collector type

and so require a resistor between the output and We found

that the SN7404 did not have the drive capability for the tone
generator, so that the frequency varied during the length of the

note. Accordingly if one wishes to use a NAND gate in the selector

as described in the paragraph above, this should be a driver SN7426
type, again with a 1.8 k resistor between output and V. The

values of pre—set resistor can be determined only by trial and

error once the unit has been constructed. As a guide, we found

that R 560 c gave 660 Hz, and R = 22 gave 264 Hz. That we

did was to mount -i..7 k miniature pre—set potentiometers (R.S.
Components 15—202) and to use these in series with other fixed
resistors where necessary to get the notes of the diatonic scale
based on C = 264 Hz.

The tone generator is a standard NE555 timer circuit, producing
short negative pulses. These are fed to a SN7473 dual flip—flop,
Lhe two stages being connected in tandem. Each flip—flop changes
its state on the positive—going edge of an input pulse, so that the
output driving the transistor is a square wave at one quarter of
the frequency of the tone generator pulses. Our loudspeaker was

an earphone from one of our surplus equipment headsets, impedance
about 80 Q. Finally, the tempo control varies the metronome
frequency from 3 Hz down to just under 2 Hz; if a I M rheostat
is used instead of 500 k this will reduce the ‘tune’ to a stately
one beat per second.

Trade News

An inexpensive galvanic oxygen electrode is available from Uniprobe
who will also supply full details of a measuring circuit using a
microammeter or chart recorder, and a circuit for an oxygen meter
based on the 741 operational amplifier. The Uniprobe D100 electrode
is £11.20 including circuit details, notes and an electrode main
tenance kit, Further information on the use of this electrode will
be given in a future bulletin.

In Bulletin 89 we mentioned the new designs of aquarium
heaters and thermostats made necessary by new consumer legislation.
These are now available. The recommended price for the Uno
heater/thermostat is £4.25 which includes 12% VAT. This is an
earthed unit with impact resistant tubes containing the heater
and thermostat components.- Griffin and George also sell this unit
as APN—750. A recent Griffin circular gave its price as £5.42
but we are informed that this was an error and that the correct
price is £4.74. Interpet Super Maxamatic Mark II heaters rely on
double insulation rather than earthing: the 50, 75, 100 and 125 W
ratings should cost £4.75, and the 150 and 200 W £5.04 from pet
shops. In quantitites of 100 or more, which may interest regional
authorities, these prices reduce to £2.20 and £2.34 respectively,
obtainable direct from Interpet. Philip Harris stock the 100 W
unit: it is B/+999X (B56’441/9 in the 1977 catalogue), and costs
£5.Ot. While it is now illegal to sell the single insulation
type of heater, their use is still permitted and it is unnecessary
to rush out buying replacements.
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We have recently received th following CLEApSE reports.
These may be borrowed by writing to the Direc the Centre.

L60 Stereomicroscopes (revised)

L86z Electrical Safety and the Users of School Laboratories

L107 Newton meters
— Spring balainces

L115b Greeouses
— Advice on automatic greenho5 watering

Systems

L129 Middle school science kits

L132 Solar panels
— flat collector Plates for water heating

A new, plastic, hand_operated pump would seem to us to be
ideal for those ‘stations’ experiments in Section 4 of Integrated

Science where the rotary pump is too fearsome to be placed before
little children Even if the handgrip is intended for adults,
children could operate the Pump with two hands and blow U ball
oons in bell jars etc. The pump, catalogue no. 6131_oo1o costs
£9.65 from Techmate The nozzles will fit 5 mm diameter rubber
tubing, andTT7flufacture claim a vacuum of up to 25 in Hg
(Sic) after a few squeezes or it will give 7 lb/in2 Positive
pressure through the exhaust nozzle.

We have the following information on asbestos substitutes
from Harrj and Griffj and Geor e
Wire gauze either plain stainless s ee gauze, 150 mm square
Harris C4268o/8, 5Op Griffin GMX-3o_o3oA £285 for 5, or iron
wire gauze with a ceramic fibre centre, Harris C42500/8 33p;
Griffin GMX_310030v £3.05 for 10. In the Philip Harris case,
a ceramic centre must be specified. otherwise a gauze with asbestos
centre wifl be supplied against this catalogue number We must
say that we have had a sample of this ceramic centred gauze in the
Centre, and that thumping it flat on the bench a few times causes
the ceramic to fall out of the spaces between the mesh. Both
Philip Harris and Griffj and George claim that this will not
happen once the gauze has been heated, but by then our sample had
been in the Centre one week and had been subjected to numerous tests
of heating with chemicals spilt on it
Bench mat: Harris hardboard heat resistant mat, 250 x 250 x 3 mm,
C680O/i, 22p Griffin, calcium Silicate matrix 225 x 225 x 6 mm,
HCR_400_o3oR, £2.55 for 10
PiStiflised asbestos. Griffin Supply kaowooi 5% platinised
161—035_3QQJ £1.05 for 1 g.
Asbestos paper Griffj Supply ceramic fibre paper sheets, 500 x
1000 x 1 mm, HCR—35ow, £2.25 per sheet.

Macfarlane Robson also supply kaowooi 5% platinised under
cata1—3192 at £3.72 for 5 g.

A range of 15 Species of amphibian is offered in the new
catalogue of Xeno us As well as Supplying living animals they
offer foodstuf s, chemicals and amphibian husbandry equipment

Torbal balances are flow being manufactured in the U.K by
Sciefltjfj and Educatjonai Ajds The FPQO costs £290, and the
PP12QQ £315 Macfarlane Robson are Scottish agents for S.E.A
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105 i3roughton Street, ddirCi;rud, EH1
Te 051 55 21R.

Ciba—Geigy Ltd., Agro—chemicals Division. ‘Jhittlesford,
Cambridge, CB2 .QT.

Cleapse Deveiopmen Group, Brunel University, Kingston Lane,
Uxbridge, Middlesex, UBB SPII.

Goldschmidt Ltd., York House, 555a Station Harrow,
Middlesex, HAl 1LH.

Griffin and George Ltd., Braeview Place, Nei’ston, East Kilbride,
Glasgow, G7+ 5XJ.

dhilip Harris Ltd, 30 Carron Place. Kelvin Industrial Estate,
East Kilbride, Glasgow, G75 OTL.

Ynterpet, Curtis doad, Corking, Surrey, RH lU.

Macfarlane Robson Ltd., Burnfield Avenue, Thornliebank, Glasgow,
G+ OBA.

Medical Advisory Service, Health and Safety Executive, Meadowbank
House, London Road, Edinburgh.

R.S. Components Ltd., P.O. Box 27, 15—17 Epworth Street,
London, EC2P 2HA.

Savilles Hydrological Corporation, Deerpark Road, London, 3W19 3UQ.

Scientific and Educational Aids Ltd., Vale Road, VJindsor, SL4 5JL.

Scottish Centre for Mathematics, Science and Technical Education,
College of Education, Gardyne Road, Broughty Ferry,
Dundee, DD5 1NY.

Techmate Ltd., 175 Lower Luton Road, Wheathampstead, Rerts.

Uniprobe Instru!nents Ltd., Olive Road, Cardiff, CF 1HG.

Uno Aquatic Products Ltd., Uno House, Arnold Street, Nantwich,
Cheshire, C’I5 5RB.

enopus Ltd., 151 Frenches Road, hedhil], Surrey, RH1 2HZ.


